Introducing the

Lifeline Vi

1950 Mum, look! I’ve caught a jellyfish!

Life is a
journey

1960 My first date, with my future husband!

1970 I can’t wait for us to be together.

We wanted the Lifeline Vi to reflect the time we’ve spent
working with our customers to understand their needs for
a telecare service.
The Lifeline Vi is a huge leap forward to incorporate as much
of their ‘wish list’ as we practically could in an economically
viable package, and a smaller, more attractive unit. It also has
unique features which make it easier to use and more flexible
than its predecessors.
Richard Sharp
Group Product Development Director

1980 Let’s see who can make the biggest sandcastle.

2000 A rare cuddle with my grandchildren!

The Lifeline Vi
Tunstall’s sixth generation home unit has
evolved. The most technically advanced,
flexible and simple to use telecare platform
we’ve ever made.
And the best looking..

TODAY There’s no place like home.

Product Overview
Building upon our legacy of over
er 50 years of
research, development and innovation,
novation, the
Lifeline Vi sets a new benchmark
ark in the
development of telecare solutions.
ons.
Feature rich, yet easier than ever
er
to use, and with unsurpassed
attention to detail.

Clever, not
complicated.

Key features
Table stand or easy wall mount options
Automated regular pendant test reminder
Removable speaker cover for cleaning
Embossed cancel button for visually impaired
Improved speech/voice quality with automatic gain control
Integral ambient temperature sensor with programmable high and low alerts

The portable installer keypad is compact and robust, and connects to the Lifeline Vi/Vi+ to enable
easy programming. The keypad can also act as an ID card holder, with two attachment points
allowing it to be attached to a lanyard or a belt clip. What’s more, we’ve also made it backward
compatible with the Lifeline Connect and Connect+

Enhancing your Service
Lifeline Vi+
The Lifeline Vi+ is the ultimate
telecare platform. As well as the
suave good looks and innovative
new features that make the
Lifeline Vi such a winner, the
Vi+ has extra functionality
designed to make it even easier
for you to provide an outstanding
telecare service.

Improved virtual sensor management
Not in bed/not out of bed and weekday/weekend settings
Quick code for changing virtual bed occupancy sensor
absence time
Calendar-based reminder functionality
Single reminder, daily reminder, weekly reminder or monthly
reminder
Configurable acknowledgement of reminders – cancel button
or pendant pressed to stop reminder, or no acknowledgement
required option
Flexible voice recordings
Up to 6 flexible messages with total recording time of 60 seconds
(e.g. 6 x 10 seconds, 3 x 20 seconds)
Play recorded message when a telecare sensor is activated

Feature Review
The Lifeline Vi has a wealth of
features, including the following
highlights
Please see the Lifeline Vi solutions
sheet at tunstall.com for a
comprehensive feature list
and full specification.

Feature

Vi

Vi+

Tunstall patented STMF technology

✓

✓

Integral ambient temperature sensor

✓

✓

Automated, regular pendant test reminder

✓

✓

Local programming using telephone keypad

✓

✓

Advanced local programming using installer keypad

✓

✓

EN300 220-2 (2010) Category 1 radio receiver

✓

✓

Radio interference monitor in-line with EN50134

✓

✓

BS8521 compatible

✓

✓

Tunstall patented intelligent speech switching

✓

✓

Plug & play telecare sensor registration

✓

✓

75% more energy eﬃcient power adaptor

✓

✓

Improved battery back up

✓

✓

Telecare sensor inputs

12

35

Improved virtual sensor management functionality

✓

Calendar-based reminder functionality

✓

Flexible voice recordings

✓
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